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Letter from the Executive Board
(DON‘T IGNORE THIS)
Greetings Member State Representatives,
It is with great pleasure that we welcome you to the simulation ofOIC at KIIT International Mock
OIC 2022!
I am sure a lot of you must be anxious about how this thing actually works and what all is expected
out of you, in the capacity of a delegate or even a press member. Let me begin by saying that - ―It is
not as complex as it seems‖.
During the three days of the simulation we will be taking on the role of your moderators and help you
understand the simplest and perhaps even the most complex details about not just the OIC, the ICFM,
The Islamic Summit, or the two agendas at hand, but also about researching, public speaking,
documentation and most importantly DIPLOMACY; something that will truly help you across all
walks of life, until forever and beyond.
In the very first session of the conference, we will be explaining to you the Rules of Procedure which
shall help you understand the procedure through which we discuss or deliberate upon something in an
Mock-OIC, across the two days. We will be following Provisional OIC Rules of Procedure of the
OIC.
We will be deliberating upon one of the following agenda items: Islamophobia/Situation in
Afghanistan. To be able to become a party to the discussions and understand the concepts of Islam or
even simply the situation in Afghanistan, all you need to do is to go through this guide. The guide is
highly interactive and pictographic. Please do not, not read the guide. Here, you shall be getting a
perfunctory understanding of the agendas through a small tour of the definitions, the conceptual
background, the major international actions/events and a few very important case studies.
Again, this is not a comprehensive document and can be, by no means, used as the sole resource for
your preparation. However, this is as good a kick-start as anything else.
All the best and happy researching! Should you have any doubts you can write to us at our emails.
Narayan Sharma

Shohan Swasstik

Chairperson

Vice Chairperson

About the Committee
The Organisation of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) is seen as the collective voice and the
international body of the Islamic world, i.e., it being representative of the Ummah (the
Islamic community), established for the cooperation and safeguarding the interests of the
Muslim community. After the United Nations, it is the largest inter-governmental
organisation in the world with the membership of 57 nations. The decision to create the
Organization came from the historic conference that was held in Rabat, Kingdom of
Morocco, on September 25, 1969, in response to the arson of the Al-Aqsa Mosque in
occupied Jerusalem.

Tenets of OIC
The OIC Charter lays downs certain principles and purposes for the organisation to work for,
which include:









To enhance and consolidate the bonds of fraternity and solidarity among the Member
States.
To safeguard the common interests and support the legitimate causes of the member
states, and to support the restoration of complete sovereignty and territorial integrity
of any member state under occupation, as a result of aggression, on the basis of
international law and cooperation with the relevant international and regional
organisations.
To support the Palestinian people to exercise their right to self-determination and
establish their sovereign State with East Jerusalem as its capital, while safeguarding
its historic and Islamic character as well as the Holy places therein.
To strengthen intra-Islamic economic and trade cooperation in order to achieve
economic integration leading to the establishment of an Islamic Common Market.
To exert efforts to achieve sustainable and comprehensive human development and
economic well-being in member states.
To protect and defend the true image of Islam, to combat defamation of Islam and
encourage dialogue among civilisations and religions.






To promote and to protect human rights and fundamental freedoms including the
rights of women, children, youth, elderly and people with special needs as well as the
preservation of Islamic family values.
To promote and defend unified position on issues of common interest in the
international fora.
To cooperate in combating terrorism in all its forms and manifestations, organised
crime, illicit drug trafficking, corruption, money laundering and human trafficking.

Brief History of the Organisation
It finds the principles, purposes and the structural layout of the organisation from the OIC
Charter, which was first adopted by the Islamic Conference of Foreign Ministers in 1972,
which created the Organisation of the Islamic Conference (with 30 members). Though in
2008, it decided to revise the then charter, in an effort to change provision and references of
various critical aspects like that of conceptions of human rights and good governance. In
2011, the Council of Foreign Ministers (CFM), formally changed the name to Organisation of
Islamic Cooperation.
OIC is seen as the body that had filled the vacuum of the lack of a true pan-Islamic body and
unity in the world, particularly after the fall of the Ottoman Empire in the World War 1, with
which the position of Sultan/Caliph was also removed (who was regarded as the spiritual
head of the ummah). The issue of Palestinian statehood and the establishment of State of
Israel has been regarded as a very important aspect for a push towards the setting up of this
organisation. Hence, the issue of Israel/Palestine has been an issue that has been discussed
and deliberated upon by the organisation since its inception. Also, it is important to note,
State of Palestine is a full-fledged member-state of OIC.
In and around the beginning of the 21 century, the members of OIC sought reformation in
the organisation and the outlook of the Islamic world to a degree, and even the perception of
the same by the outside world. Therefore, in an Extraordinary Session of Islamic Summit in
2005, there was the laying down of a Ten-Year Program of Action, which got concluded in
2015. From 2016, a second Ten-Year Program of Action has been in place, often referred to
as ―OIC-2025‖, which has prioritised 18 areas to work at including that of human rights,
good governance, issue of Palestine, science and technology, health and even institutional
reforms within the OIC, among other areas.
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Structure of the Organisation
The OIC Charter lays out the following bodies of the organisation:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Islamic Summit
Council of Foreign Ministers
Standing Committees
Executive Committee
International Islamic Court of Justice
Independent Permanent Commission of Human Rights
Committee of Permanent Representatives

8. General Secretariat
9. Subsidiary Organs
10. Specialised Institutions
11. Affiliated Institutions
The main decision-making powers of the organisation lies with the Islamic Summit and the
Council of Foreign Ministers. The General Secretariat, like that of the UN Secretariat, is
entrusted with the duties of execution of the decisions of OIC‘s decision making bodies.
Islamic Summit: It is the highest policy-making body, which consists of the heads of state
and government of all member states. It meets once every three years to discuss, decide on
policy, and offer direction on all matters relevant to the achievement of the goals as well as
other matters of interest to the Member States and the Ummah. It is essentially seen as the
body that sets out the broader direction of policy and the guidance for the fulfilment of the
objectives of the organisation. Often the results of Islamic Summits are seen in resolutions or
(more often) declarations, passed in these summits.
Council of Foreign Ministers (CFM): It is regarded as the actual and major decision-making
body of the organisation, and is formed by the foreign ministers of the respective member
states. It meets once a year to discuss ways to carry out the Organization of Islamic
Cooperation's general policy, among other things by passing resolutions and decisions on
issues of common concern to the achievement of the organization's goals. According to the
OIC Charter, CFM is entrusted with the decisions for the implementation of the policies of
the organisation, which it does so majorly through resolutions. Furthermore, the charter
allows the CFM, while fulfilling its other duties as laid down, to take on any matter into its
consideration it deems fit, under the principles and purposes of the OIC Charter.
General Secretariat: Like that of the UN Secretariat, the General Secretariat is headed by the
Chief Administrative Officer as the Secretary General (SG) of the organisation. The current
Secretary General of OIC is Hissein Brahim Taha, who assumed office in 2020. The SG has a
staff at its disposal that forms the entire secretariat, and perform daily duties for the
implementation of the decisions and fulfil requirements of the various bodies of the
organisation. Furthermore, at times they create and submit reports to bodies of the
organisation as and when requested, or when they would like to draw attention to any
matter/issue of concern.

Agenda Item-1: The Islamic Summit: Combating the Rise in Negative
Stereotyping, Stigmatization, Discrimination, and Violence against
members of the Ummah.

Introduction to the Agenda
Violations of the right to freedom of religion and belief are increasing globally in scale, depth
and blatancy. Carried out by both government and non-state actors, they range from
obstructive (e.g. administrative restrictions) to extreme (e.g. genocide). Muslims are a diverse
mix of ethnicities, religious and theological affiliations, philosophical beliefs, political
persuasions, secular tendencies, languages and cultural traditions. Globally, however, trends
indicate that Muslim individuals and communities are suffering increased human rights
violations on the grounds of their religious identity. From discrimination and violent
exchanges, the destruction of mosques and properties, gender-based violence and forced
sterilization, to arbitrary detention, the human rights impacts of anti-Muslim hatred are
manifold and are in need of urgent action. Tackling discrimination and intolerance on the
grounds of religious belief is also essential to reducing social, economic and political division
and conflict worldwide.
Human Rights Council (HRC) resolution titled "Combating intolerance, negative
stereotyping and stigmatization of, and discrimination, incitement to violence and violence
against, persons based on religion or belief", was first adopted by consensus on 24 March
2011 and it has more than a decade since then. Although, the resolution 16/18 remains a
unique document in elaborating a universally agreed upon 8-point Action Plan to combat the
growing problem of religious intolerance, xenophobia, discrimination and violence against
members of a religious group, there is little progress towards the amelioration of the same.
The OIC needs to align political, judicial and media stakeholders not only within the Islamic
realm but outside, to overcome the rapidly evolving nature of stigma and discrimination,
particularly against Muslims living in minorities, often referred to as Islamophobia.
As implementation mechanism of the resolution 16/18, the Istanbul Process has served as a
useful platform to deepen dialogue, enhance mutual understanding and share best practices
among States, civil society and other relevant stakeholders. The time is ripe to evaluate the
progress made as well as to recognize the multifaceted challenges, which we face today in
curbing religious intolerance, bigotry, and fanaticism. The OIC regrets that systemic and
systematic world-wide prevalence of Islamophobia, particularly in the wake of 9/11, has
increased discriminatory laws, policies, and State practices, targeting Muslim due to
minorities, at the individual, community and institutional levels. The global surge in
Islamophobia and its wide-ranging human rights implications are corroborated by the recent
report of the UN Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Religion or Belief.

The Report can be found here (https://tinyurl.com/763mpdmr) ; It is one of the must-reads to be able to
undertake this agenda for discussion.

The COVID pandemic have also accentuated Islamophobic sentiments and acts, and are
evident from sharp spike in hate speech and hate crimes against Muslim minorities, including
well-orchestrated smear campaigns to stigmatize Muslims as spreader of the deadly virus.
The tidal wave of populism, racism, and ultra-nationalism is fueling hostility against Islam
and Muslims, as State representatives and government officials vilify Islam and Muslims
through falsely associating them with terrorism and extremism for political gains. The
unregulated social media platforms have also amplified negative stereotyping and
stigmatization of Muslim individuals and communities.
The OIC in its statement on the 10 Anniversary of the HRC resolution 16/18 has reemphasized that contempt and hostility against Islam have triggered provocative incidences
of wilful defamation of Islam, denigration of the Holy Prophet (PBUH), and desecration of
religious scriptures under the cover of free speech or press freedom. The right to freedom of
expression and opinion is neither absolute nor it grants anyone the license to deliberately
provoke and hurt sentiments of billions of Muslims.
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Therefore, member state representatives of the OIC, you must resolve to combat religious
intolerance, xenophobia, discrimination and Islamophobia in all its forms and manifestations.

Origins of ‗Islam as Stigma‘
For many among us, and especially for those who are least interested in history,
Islamophobia is merely a media construction, the roots of which can stretch maximum to the
Iranian Revolution of the late 1970s. The tragedy of 9/11, however, fuelled and crystalized
the hatred and enmity towards Muslims. With this Islam also came in the limelight as an
ideology and religion posing serious challenges to security and peace of the West.
However, if we look deeper, the entirety of Islam—including the religion itself, its Prophet
(PBUH— peace be upon him) and the message of God (the Quran)—has been subjected to
systematic denigration since its birth in the early 7th century in the deserts of Arabian
Peninsula, which sent a shock wave, predominantly, to Judaism and Christianity and other
religious ideologies when Islam expanded exponentially across the continents. Islam posed
serious challenges to existence and persistence of dominant religions of the world due to its
metastasizing growth.
In the beginning, there was an anxiety of being disliked by Islam, which turned into fear due
to its expansion. Other religions turned hostile towards it because they feared it being a
competitor of Christianity and Judaism. When Islam did not stop its expansion, the hostility
turned to the denigration of Islam, its prophet and followers so that people avoid embracing
it, which ultimately emerged in a kind of prejudice towards Islam and Muslims in its various
forms. Moreover, Muslims turned into a race of people with eternal enmity towards others
and that was indeed a disgusting phase of the Muslim race.
Thus, the phenomena of hatred, fear, prejudice, racism, othering, orientalists, terror and
Western-opposing ideologies when combined together form Islamophobia—a corpus of
phobias, an ever increasing pool of stigma.

Tracing the roots of modern-day Islamophobia
Islam was thrust into the Western public imagination nearly fifty years ago starting with
the OPEC oil embargo, and Islamophobia has grown since in three distinct phases.
While the 9/11 attacks did escalate retaliatory persecution of Muslims, the claim of it being at
the root of Islamophobia is quite myopic – both metaphorically and literally. This event
merely initiated a new phase of Islamophobic hatred, built upon a previous phase of
propaganda and malevolence.
Other claims regarding the origin of Islamophobia refer to the early 20th century, when the
term – or its French variant Islamophobie – was coined. In this case, it is difficult to
distinguish Islamophobia from other xenophobic and supremacist tendencies of colonialism
in general – the prejudice against Muslims could have emerged as part of widespread
prejudice against all colonised peoples.

However, with the rise of autonomous Muslim-majority states in the post-colonial period,
Muslims – and through them, Islam – gained an identity distinct from other nations. It was
during this period that the first seeds of present-day Islamophobia were sown. Starting in the
early post-colonial era, Islamophobia has grown through three distinct phases, each with its
own defining events, drivers, and impacts.

1. Oil embargo and the Iranian Revolution
The first phase of Islamophobia began in the 1970s, when the Arab members of
OPEC imposed an oil embargo on the US, and became entrenched after the Iranian
Revolution. It is not too much of an exaggeration to say that before the sudden OPEC
price rises in early 1974, Islam as such scarcely figured either in the culture or in the
media [of the United States]. One saw and heard of Arabs and Iranians, of Pakistanis
and Turks, rarely of Muslims. While the events of 1973 - 1974 made Islam a topic of
discussion in the Western world, the Iranian Revolution prompted opinion formation
regarding it. The perceived ‗loss‘ of a modernised Iran under Shah Reza Pahlavi to an
Islamic regime led by Ayatollah Khomeini had dealt a strong blow to Western
interests in the region.
The subsequent hostage crisis provided Western powers – particularly the US – with
an opportunity to make the revolution and its Islamic credentials relevant to Western
audiences. Pictures of ‗Islamic‘ mobs with anti-American placards were frequently
displayed on American media alongside words like 'radicalisation' and
'fundamentalism', presenting Islam as a threat to Western ideals.
While the first phase of Islamophobia established Islam as an Other that existed
thousands of miles away, the 9/11 attacks confirmed fears associated with it, initiating
the second phase of Islamophobia in response. Built on the nuance of the first phase,
the second phase was drastic in its effects.

2. The securitisation of Islam
The eruption of hatred among the masses was primarily driven by security concerns.
It was used by states – to justify their actions – against non-state actors and
individuals. Iran was replaced by groups like Al Qaeda, the Taliban, and later, Daesh,
who were presented as the new face of ‗Islamic‘ radicalisation and fundamentalism.
Muslim minorities were profiled and harassed by state authorities. Mosques came
under scrutiny. This atmosphere of fear cultivated support for invasions of
Afghanistan and Iraq under the so-called global ―War on Terror‖.

The situation in the invaded countries was far worse. Prisons like Abu Ghraib became
centres of dehumanisation and torture of local Muslim populations. The role played
by Western media worsened the plight of Muslims. Terror attacks involving Muslim
perpetrators were given significantly higher coverage than those conducted by nonMuslims.
By the end of it, the second phase had stigmatised Muslims as a security threat.
Islamic practices like beard and hijab started being associated with religious
extremism, which in turn became synonymous with violence and terrorism.

3. Migration policy crisis
The third phase of Islamophobia began with the European political crisis triggered by
a wave of migration in 2014 and still continues today. Unlike the second phase, which
was rooted in security, anti-Islam sentiments in this phase are driven by social
concerns and domestic politics. The perpetrators and victims of Islamophobia
occurring today are non-state groups and individuals.
On a social level, fears of demographic invasion have resulted in a localised backlash
against Muslim immigrants and refugees, who are, by default, perceived as a threat. In
recent years, there has been a notable increase in the number of attacks against
Muslim minorities in developed countries.
On the political front, prejudice against Muslims has been propagated by political
leaders to serve their own agendas.In France, President Macron‘s negative comments
about Islam demonstrate an attempt to attract far-right voting groups in the upcoming
elections. Populist leaders like the US‘ Donald Trump and India‘s Narendra Modi
have also castigated Muslims to please their respective voter bases.

The Islamophobic narrative that emerged in the 1970s has evolved into a more widespread,
systemic and violent phenomenon. Ironically, the propaganda churned out by Western media,
blaming Islam for radicalising Muslims, has resulted in the radicalisation of its audience
against Islam.

Definition of Islamophobia (and its impact on human rights)
Despite controversy surrounding the meaning, history and causes of Islamophobia, there is
near unanimity on the prevalence of practices associated with this concept, which include
acts of abuse and attacks directed against Islam and Muslims in a number of western
societies, which represent a violation of human rights.
As per the definitions of the term in international documents, 1991 Runnymede Trust Report
defines Islamophobia as "unfounded hostility towards Muslims, and therefore fear or dislike
of all or most Muslims‖ while the 1997 Runneymede Report defines it as "fear and hatred of
Islam and Muslims exacerbated by certain views attributing negative and derogatory
stereotyped judgements."
An article published in the Journal of Sociology in 2007 defines Islamophobia as the
continuation of anti-Muslim racism, anti-Asia and anti-Arab racism. The 1st edition of the
2006 Robert Dictionary defines Islamophobia as "a particular form of racism aimed at Islam
and Muslims manifesting in France as malicious acts and an ethnic discrimination against the
Maghreb immigrants." The definition in the 2014 edition: "Hostility towards Islam and
Muslims." 2014 edition of the Grand Larousse uses a similar definition: "Hostility towards
Islam and Muslims." According to the EU Agency of Fundamental Rights, Islamophobia is
the general term for the discriminatory treatment to which the individuals of the Islamic
world are subject. Today "Islamophobia" is used as an umbrella term for various types of
religious discrimination against Muslims. The term is gradually gaining scientific acceptance
as a separate term from stereotype, racism and xenophobia towards Muslims.
Over the last couple of decades, namely after the terrorist attacks of September 2001,
Islamophobia transformed beyond recognition. No longer a spontaneous expression of
emotions, it turned into an ideology that found its way into the political agendas of right-wing
extremist groups, seeking to make political gains by promoting hatred against Islam and
Muslims. This systematic effort to distort the image of Islam and Muslims, is not limited to
the extreme right, but also includes secular-minded thinkers and intellectuals, who
consciously harbour hostile sentiments against religion, seeing in the increasing number of
Muslims in Western societies, an existential threat to these societies and their secular way of
life.
The easier, colloquial, stigmatized definition of Islamphobia does not accurately capture the
full scope and depth of this phenomenon, which goes far beyond the phobia some individuals
experience with regard to Islam and Muslims. The term used to describe it fails to reflect the
human rights violations it entails.
A report published in the United States by the Council of American Islamic Relations in
2013, revealed the existence of a network of more than 37 groups, which engage in the
systematic promotion of hatred against Islam and which played a role in introducing 78 legal
amendments to Congress and other legislative bodies between 2011 and 2012, all of which
aimed at distorting the image of Islam.

Sociocultural Dimensions of Fear of Islam and Muslims
On the basis of our understanding of the construct, the following tree diagram would help us
understand Islamophobia having multiple dimensionalities and strands.

Threats emanating from the phenomenon of Islamophobia generally fall in security and terror
domains. Let us take a view of Muslims in Europe.
Over 25 million Muslims are residing in 28 countries of the European Union (EU), making it
4.9 per cent of the total population, and around 46 million (about 6%) all across Europe. This
estimate does not include those who are seeking asylum in various countries of Europe.
The increasing trend in Muslim population is quite visible as the number surged from 3.8
million in 2010 to 4.9 million in 2016 in the EU. Surprisingly, out of 4.9 million Muslims
living in the EU, the majority are young with an average age of 30 years—13 years lesser
than the average age (43) for the Europeans. If the increasing trend continues along the
timeline, the EU would have over 14 per cent of Muslims in its 28 countries by 2050, even if
immigration level is brought to zero in the EU (which is a mere hypothetical proposition),
still the population would amount to 7.4 per cent by 2050. Taking both the scenarios into
consideration—growing Muslim population and increased negative perceptions towards
them—a grim picture develpos of the future of Muslims in Europe alone, and thus increased
Islamophobia. But what essentially makes this happen?
Mosques are seen with suspicion in Europe. For many, they are home to fundamentalism and
terrorism on their lands. At community level, mosques are the bone of contention at various
places across Europe. The mosques got media flashing during 2009 when some people in
Switzerland reacted to raising the minarets of a mosque. This steered the ‗banning minaret
movement‘ in Switzerland, which is home to about 450,000 Muslims and has more than 150
mosques, Islam being the second largest religion after Christianity in the country.
Please see complete report on Muslims in Europe by the Pew Research Center
(http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2017/11/29/5-facts-aboutthe-muslim-population-in-europe/).

What about the USA? According to the Pew Research Report 2017, Muslims constitute
slightly more than 1.1 per cent of the US population—about 3.45 million. Despite being less
in number, visibility of Muslims in the entire USA is fairly high, primarily due to their
sociocultural outlook. Pew Research Survey 2017 indicates all negativities strongly linked
with Muslims, with high percentage of people perceiving them as the threatening other,
violent, extremists, anti-US and anti-democracy. The survey shows that about 41 per cent of
the Americans perceive that Islam is a religion that encourages violence against nonMuslims; 35 per cent of survey respondents have been found to be taking Muslims as a bunch
of dangerous extremists; 25 per cent people say that Muslims in the USA are anti-US despite
being Muslim Americans; 50 per cent people believe that Islam is not and can never be a part
of the US society; while 44 per cent conceive Islam and democracy are inherently in conflict
with each other. The catastrophic event of 9/11 is one of the main sources of development of
such negative perceptions among the US citizens, which got greatly fortified by the political
and civil unrest in nearly entire Arab world, including wars against Talibanization in
Afghanistan and Pakistan
Australia is another good example to quote as a country where Muslims surged
extraordinarily in the last decade. There were 341,000 Muslims in 2006, which soared to
604,000 (about 2.6% of the population) in 20165 as per the census, making Islam as the
second largest religion in Australia. It is interesting to note that 30 per cent of Australian
population is registered having no religion at all; hence, doubling of followers of Islam in just
one decade appears to be a serious question for many bigot and right-wing associates. On the
other hand, unfortunately, Australia is badly hit by religion-related racial crimes against
Muslims as per Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission (HREOC). The problems
Muslims face in Australia mainly include discrimination, racial vilification, threats of
violence and actual violence. Women and children are direct target of such racial offences at
public places, schools and in their residential areas.
Do Muslims pose serious sociocultural and economic threats to the Western societies and can
deprive them of their social capital and economic resources? Does Islam play any role in
fortifying these threats or Islam itself as a religion is a sociocultural threat to the West? In
what ways, do Muslims or Islam, or both threaten the social and cultural settings of the
Western societies? What are the dominant threat perceptions—whether it is a threat to the
Western cultural values, social system/order, art and craft, way of life, economy or centuriesold traditions or all of them? Or Islam as an ideology is a threat to sociocultural ideologies of
the West? Also, whether media or elite political discourses have any role to play in flaring up
the sociocultural threats from Muslims and Islam. These and some other significant issues
would essentially be undertaken while debating on Islamophobia as a sociocultural and
economic threat.

Islamophobia in sociocultural context has to do a lot with visibility of cultural traits of
Muslims. This may include veiling of women in the form of hijab or headscarf, halal meat
shops, garments covering whole women bodies, turban or cap on men‘s head, mosques,
prayer call (Azaan) from mosques five times a day, Friday prayer congregations, variety of
cultural dresses from various regions including Middle East, Fareast Asia and Asia.
Contemporarily, this visibility has increased in Western societies, which may be regarded as
the revolting and rebelling acts owing to the mounting criticism by the West of Muslims‘
sociocultural values or West‘s fear of Muslims and Islam as the dominating culture or maybe
because of a media construction that more often portrays them negatively. Whatever could be
the most significant reason, such visibilities have pushed politicians and other notables to
suggest their governments and Muslim communities to ‗adopt discretion in the visibility of
their religion‘, and reclaim and rename their sociocultural actualities to avoid criticism of the
Westerners or, in a way, reduce sociocultural Islamophobia, such as declaring halal meats as
vegan, banning burqa in Europe and avoiding the use of hijab or headscarf in public places
(Ulger & Benitez, 2017)

The United Nations and religious intolerance and discrimination
based on religion or belief
Although the United Nations only recently started taking an interest in Islamophobia, namely
through the statements of some representatives of the Muslim countries, it nonetheless
addressed the issue of intolerance and religious-based discrimination at the very beginning of
creating a global system of human rights. However, its role has remained of little effect up to
this day.
In 1946, the Commission on Human Rights, which branched out from the Economic and
Social Council, made discrimination on the basis of race, sex, language, religion, a standing
item on its agenda, along with the drafting of the International Covenant on Civil Rights, as
well as women's rights. The Commission established a sub-commission on Discrimination
and the Protection of Minorities, which has worked since the 1950s on developing procedures
on the prohibition of national, racial or religious incitement. In 1960, the sub-committee
prepared a study on religious discrimination, including recommendations for General
Principles for adoption as a Resolution by the General Assembly, or in the form of an
International Declaration.
A protracted debate took place within the United Nations on the most appropriate form to
adopt these rules. Some Muslim countries called for them to be codified into a binding
international agreement, instead of a mere General Assembly resolution or a declaration of
general principles. In 1962, at the conclusion of a debate on religious discrimination and
ethnic discrimination, the General Assembly adopted two resolutions. The first one provided
for the preparation of a draft declaration and a draft agreement on combating all forms of
racial discrimination, and the second calling for the preparation of a draft declaration and a
draft convention against all forms of religious intolerance. In 1965, the United Nations issued
the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination.
However, it failed to issue a similar convention against intolerance and discrimination on the
basis of religion, as a result of sharp divisions between Member States, overshadowed at the
time by ideological polarisation.
Still, a number of Muslim countries continued to raise the issue. The Third Committee called
for a resolution to issue a declaration and a convention against all forms of religious
intolerance. The Committee held 29 meetings, characterized by a heated debate as to the
definition of religion and belief, the Soviet Union insisting at the time on including atheism
as a belief worthy of recognition and protection. This interpretation was opposed by Muslim
countries and the Catholic Church. Because of this sharp controversy, the Committee only
could go as far as the title of the draft convention, the preamble and the first article. The
General Assembly had to postpone the matter several times. During the 1970s, interest in the
issue of intolerance and discrimination on the basis of religion or belief began to wane,
giving way to a feeling of scepticism about its relevance, and whether or not there was any
need at all for a convention dedicated to the issue.

In 1979, the General Assembly announced that intolerance and discrimination on the basis of
religion was becoming a neglected discrimination, leading to a fresh tabling of the matter and
the ultimate adoption by the General Assembly of resolution 36/55, containing a declaration
on the fight against all forms of intolerance and discrimination on the basis of religion or
belief. The United Nations thus managed to put to rest what was thought at the time to be a
debate that lasted for over 20 years.
Between 1981-86, the General Assembly called upon the Commission on Human Rights to
draw a list of appropriate measures to implement the Declaration. In 1986 the Commission
also created the position of Special Rapporteur to verify the implementation of the
Declaration, and mandated him to consider cases, which contravene the Declaration and
submit recommendations about them. In 2000 mainly at the instigation of the West, there was
a change from ―fighting religious intolerance‖ to ―freedom of belief and religion‖, and a
change in the mandate of the rapporteur from ―considering matters of fighting discrimination
on the basis of religion or belief‖, to ―seeking measures to promote and protect freedom of
religion and belief‖. This was a major shift in the focus of the mandate that changed its
outlook from addressing intolerance and discrimination based on religion to promoting
freedom of religion. It was claimed that the change was introduced to reflect the positive side
of the mandate.

The Organization of Islamic Cooperation and the shift from
combating defamation of religions to combating incitement to hatred
and discrimination based on religion
In 1999 and for almost 12 years, the OIC submitted a resolution for combating ―defamation
of religions‖, as of a means of expressing its growing concern over the emergence of new
forms of intolerance and hatred with regard to Islam and Muslims in various parts of the
world. The timing of submitting the first draft resolution reflects an early awareness of the
gravity of the issue and an accuracy of predicting its increase. To give a universal message as
well as to respect and treat all religions with equal emphasis, the title of the draft resolution
was amended to read ―defamation of religions‖ instead of defamation of Islam. Initially, the
resolution was passed by consensus, but following the introduction of this text in 2001 where
OIC called on Member States to ―provide adequate protection against all human rights
violations resulting from defamation of religions‖, western countries broke the consensus and
put the resolution to vote. Since then it was adopted by vote till 2010.
The growing cases of hatred against Islam and Muslims in the aftermath of the 2001 terrorist
attacks, heightened concern among Muslims, to which the OIC responded quickly by seeking
an international declaration with legally binding measures, a move rejected by Western
countries, thus again plunging the international organisation in sharp divisions on the way
forward on the subject.
Two visions emerged on how to deal with intolerance and religious discrimination. The first
one was advanced by Muslim countries, focusing on combating incitement to hatred and hate
speech with legally binding measures such as criminalizing incitement against religions and
its followers (in accordance with the Art 19& 20 of ICCPR, as well as the existing practices
followed by European countries in cases of Anti-Semitism, denial of holocaust and
promotion of Nazism) etc. The second one was championed by Western countries, which
sought to promote absolute individual liberties and the freedom of religion and belief
including the right to insult or defame that in their view was included in the right to freedom
of opinion and expression. Muslim countries maintain that, in order to combat defamation of
religions there has to be legally binding measures limiting the scope of the freedom of
expression. Western countries on the other hand insist that such measures constitute a breach
of basic human rights, particularly freedom of expression, and will be ineffective in putting
an end to the problem of intolerance and discrimination based on religion.
In spite of the sharp division, support for the draft resolution on ―combating defamation of
religions‖ remained constant, as shown each time it was submitted to a vote 2001-2007.
However, that support tended to decline after the United States joined the Human Rights
Council and actively lobbied against it. In 2010 the resolution was adopted with only a
margin of three votes in favour. Over these years, discussion on this resolution became
overtly intense and controversial and put the whole debate of Islamophobia and
discrimination on the basis of religion in a negative light. In order to salvage this situation
and to make progress on this subject, the OIC embarked on a new approach by devising a
new resolution that addresses the whole issue from the lens of existing human rights law.

Resolution 16/18 and the Istanbul Process
In view of the opposition, based on legal and conceptual grounds by Western countries
against the concept of defamation of religions on the one hand, and the mounting cases of
Islamophobia on the other, the OIC sought a new framework through which it would garner
support and acceptance by the international community for countering this dangerous
phenomenon. The third forum of the Alliance of Civilizations, held in Rio De Janeiro, Brazil
in May 2010, offered an opportunity to present this new vision. The OIC submitted a working
paper on countering Islamophobia at a panel discussion attended by the Organisation for
Economic Security and Cooperation. That was the first international forum to discuss
Islamophobia. The OIC again brought up the issue of countering Islamophobia at a
conference on religious tolerance, held in 2010 in Astana, Kazakhstan.
During the 15th Session of the Human Rights Council, the then Secretary General of the OIC
presented an eight point vision for a consensual approach for promoting a culture of tolerance
and mutual understanding and rejection of incitement to hatred, discrimination and violence
on the basis of religion or belief. Such developments complemented by intense diplomatic
efforts by OIC Member States and Western bloc (led by the USA and UK) paved the way for
Resolution 16/18, which reconciled the two positions. This consensus resolution was termed
as ‗triumph of multilateralism‘. It contains a detailed action plan, which if implemented in its
entirety, would certainly prevent intolerance, hatred and religious discrimination. Resolution
16/18 and General Assembly resolution 66/167 are considered the two most important
resolutions on the issue of intolerance and religious discrimination since the matter was
tabled on the United Nations agenda almost half a century ago.
The OIC considered the adoption of resolution 16/18 a historic accomplishment and a turning
point in international efforts to combat intolerance and discrimination on the basis of religion
or belief. It was also keen to ensure its implementation by launching an initiative known as
the Istanbul Process, which sought to review and expedite the compliance of countries with
the Plan of Action set out in the resolution. Following the adoption of this resolution and the
launching of the Istanbul Process, the OIC had to bear a spate of widespread criticism,
particularly from right wing organizations accusing it of seeking to impose an Islamic view
on the concept of combating intolerance by restricting freedom of expression for the purpose
of preventing incitement on the basis of religion or belief. The OIC launched the Istanbul
Process, in June 2011, in partnership with the United States, the EU and a number of other
interested countries.
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Overall, views on resolution 16/18 fall into three categories: The first category, represented
by Muslim countries, sees in the resolution a historic achievement, though not properly
implemented. They express concern over the resolution being used against Muslim countries
through a focus on religious freedom and minority rights. The second category, made up of
western countries and human rights organizations, consider that the resolution and the
Istanbul Process are enough of a success and therefore, there is no need to seek further
mechanisms. The resolution, according to them, reflects an international consensus that must
be safeguarded by maintaining the Istanbul Process and avoid raising the issue of
Islamophobia or defamation of religion again. The third and final category speaks for right
wing political organisations and other secularists who express their resentment over the
resolution, which they see as an attempt to restrict the right to free speech.
In spite of their divergence, all these positions agree on one thing: lack of confidence.
Muslims see that the West is being selective in the application of the resolution and avoid the
most important paragraphs, which call for the criminalization of incitement to hatred on the
basis of religion or belief. Westerners harbour doubts about the seriousness of Muslim
countries in complying with the resolution, pointing to their insistence on raising the issue of
Islamophobia and the defamation of religions again. Others still criticize their own
governments for accepting the resolution in the first place, which they think will have
negative consequences on the freedom of expression, if implemented in full. The Western
attitude involves an implicit risk to derailing resolution 16/18 to the effect that it stands on a
fragile consensus that may easily collapse if Muslims go on raising the issue of Islamophobia
or even insist on interpreting, rather than merely implementing the resolution.
We are of the view that the OIC ought to consider the following matters:
1. Does calling for an interpretation of the resolution and an insistence on implementing
the paragraph on criminalizing incitement threaten consensus on this resolution?
2. Does maintaining international consensus justify complacency with what has been
achieved so far in this process?
3. Are there any prospects for an opportunity to further develop the resolution so that it
may achieve the main purpose, which is to prevent all forms of intolerance and
discrimination based on religion and belief and criminalize incitement to hatred?
4. Should the way forward be to maintain the consensus and call for full and effective
implementation of the Action Plan by all stakeholders including the need to
criminalize incitement to hatred and imminent violence based on religion?
5. Does the rise of Islamophobia and contempt for Islam justify the call for a new
resolution no matter how flimsy the chances of success may be, thereby risking the
current consensus?

The disagreement between Muslims and the West
If the discussion of resolution 16/18 is confined to the main points of contention surrounding
Islamophobia and contempt of religions, attempting to find the reasons behind the poor
record of implementation, four years after its passing, taking into account the criticism
directed at the Istanbul Process from both parties - Muslims and the Western countries - the
main problem remains in the disagreement over the interpretation of the resolution, which, if
persists, will hinder its implementation itself. Disagreement about the interpretation of the
resolution also reflects disagreement on how to deal with intolerance and discrimination
based on religion or belief and incitement to hatred. The most prominent differences between
the two positions can be summarized in the following points:
Islamic position holds that:
• The existence and continued rise of Islamophobia represents a contemporary manifestation
of racism and violation of human rights;
• Negative stereotyping of religions through stigmatization and offending religious symbols
is an incitement to hatred against Islam and Muslims;
• The existing legislation in Western societies is biased and not sufficient to address this
phenomenon;
• Resolution 16/18 aims to combat intolerance and discrimination based on religion or belief
through a range of measures including by criminalizing incitement to hatred that leads to
imminent violence in accordance with international human rights law ;
• Increased incidents of violence on both sides underscore the need for urgent action to deal
with cases of Islamophobia.
Western position holds that:
• If there is such a problem as Islamophobia, it is limited to certain practices against Muslims
as individuals, which may be addressed under the fight against racism;
• Muslims employ the concept of Islamophobia to restrict freedom of expression and to
impose their religiously-informed vision of what form of expression is permitted and what is
not
• Existing national legislations provide sufficient legal guarantees to deal with any violations
which may target Muslims as individuals;
• There is no need for an international legislation banning hate speech, especially when the
responsibility for overseeing its implementation is entrusted with political regimes that do not
respect human rights in the first place;
• Rights are meant for individuals, not religions or ideas;
• Legislations in a number of Muslim countries aimed at criminalizing incitement in the name
of Islamophobia represent a violation of the right of expression, meant to shield Islam against
criticism, and are therefore not acceptable;

• Resolution 16/18 aims to combat intolerance and discrimination based on religion or belief
by promoting and protecting religious freedom.
The disagreement, which originates from the points above, reflects the primary concern about
the degree of resilience of the consensus on resolution 16/18 and its ability to withstand.

Islamophobia vis-à-vis Terrorism
Islamophobia is a new notion used to define an old fear. Today, Islamophobia poses a threat
to inter-civilization dialogue, cooperation and harmony, multiculturalism and the culture of
living together. It also appears as an issue related to law and in particular the law on human
rights due to discriminatory actions and violence. In this context, it is crucial for officials and
the media to use an appropriate language both in the national and international arena to
prevent the spread of Islamophobia which has the risk of posing a threat similar to terrorism as a threat to civil peace and internal security, and international and regional peace and
stability.
Popularizing a discourse that may flame anti-Islamic sentiments in the media and public, and
that may lead to racism and xenophobia is a serious problem in the context of the fight
against terrorism. It is obvious that we need efficient and integrated strategies both at
international and national levels. Current international strategies discuss terrorism as a
general problem and address Islamophobia indirectly through mentioning the dialogue of
civilizations. Furthermore, they do not contain expressions encouraging inter-civilization and
inter-cultural dialogue supporting the fight against Islamophobia.
On the other hand, national strategies - that should be based on international strategies solely or predominantly consider Muslim-related organizations as threats in the context of
terrorist organizations and they may use notions that associate Islam with terrorism. Such
strategies fail to support the fight against Islamophobia due to certain expressions associating
Islam and terrorism. The national strategies of the United Kingdom and Sweden use the term
Islamophobia in their national strategy documents. However, the concept is used to describe a
phenomenon leading to radicalism, and comes up in a limited manner. Notions such as the
Alliance of Civilizations, dialogue among cultures and beliefs - tools used in the fight against
Islamophobia - cannot find coverage apart from the Swedish strategy.
The relationship between Islamophobia and terror has two basic dimensions. The first is
pushing Muslims to extremisms such as violence due to discrimination and alienation.
This dimension finds a place for itself in the national and international strategies to fight
against terrorism and deals with preventive aspects. The second dimension concerns the
terrorist actions by people under the influence of Islamophobic propaganda against
Muslims or sometimes those accused of being tolerant towards Muslims. The desired
level of progress in solving both the terror problem and Islamophobia cannot be achieved
unless the second dimension is emphasized as well in counter-terrorism policies. Therefore,
countries facing the terrorist threat are obliged to adopt an objective approach towards the
issue of terrorism, and develop and implement integrated policies accordingly. In this regard,
terrorism should be not be associated with any religion, ethnic group and ideology, and the
values and delicate matters of faith groups. This is the only way to deplete these sources of
abuse for the terrorists and to gain ground in the fight against terrorism. This will disrupt the
environment leading to Islamophobic actions, and stop the expansion of Islamophobia.
However the sincerity, determination and will of the Western countries are key.
While the Western countries endeavor to include the Muslim countries in the international
cooperation to fight against terrorism, the same level of determination and will should be

demonstrated in the fight against Islamophobia. Success in these two issues will undoubtedly
prevent prejudices of the past from affecting today. This will pave the way to national,
regional and international stability, peace, security and rule of law

Manifestation of
Islamophobia

Discrimination
Discrimination is the act of making unjustified distinctions between people based on the
groups, classes, or other categories to which they belong or are perceived to belong. People
may be discriminated based on race, gender, age, religion, or sexual orientation, as well as
other categories. Discrimination especially occurs when individuals or groups are unfairly
treated in a way, which is worse than other people are treated, on the basis of their actual or
perceived membership in certain groups or social categories. It involves restricting members
of one group from opportunities or privileges that are available to members of another group.
Specific on the purpose of this report, such unjustified distinctions are targeting Muslim
individual or a group on the ground of their faith or religion.

Islamophobic Policy
Policy is a deliberate system of guidelines to guide decisions and achieve rational outcomes.
A policy is a statement of intent and is implemented as a procedure or protocol. Policies
might be taken by government, public sector organizations and groups, as well as individuals,
Presidential executive orders, corporate privacy policies, and parliamentary rules of order are
all examples of policy. Policy differs from rules or law, simply because the law can compel
or prohibit behaviors, policy merely guides actions toward those that are most likely to
achieve the desired outcome. Islamophobia could be one of such intended outcomes, hence
the

Observatory presents below, Islamophobic policies in countries as empirical instances during
the reviewed period.

FAR RIGHT
Identity politics refers to the idea that political stands are grounded in ethnicity, race, or
religion rather than on broader policies. Far-right politics— also referred to as the extreme
right or right-wing extremism— are politics further than the standard political right (within
the left–right political spectrum), particularly in terms of being anti-communist, authoritarian,
ultranationalist, and having nativist ideologies and tendencies. Traditionally, politics in the
West was framed around economic issues surrounding how much the state should interfere to
ensure equal opportunities to all its citizens, versus how much freedom to allow to
individuals and the private sector to strive. However, over the past decade, the nature of
global politics has been shifting and has become dominated by identity rather than ideology,
characterized by assertions of identity and group belongingness, being linked to the recent
widespread of populist revolt against globalization and its disruptive cultural dimension.
Particular in Europe, the growth of populist movements was not only grounded in the
discontent with Globalization‘s unequal economic consequences, but also on the threats to
traditional national identities arising from high levels of migration; which have given birth to
anti-immigrant populism and the emergence of white nationalism.
Within such dynamics, anti-Islam sentiments bolstered along with debates about hot issues
such as immigrants, non-European foreigners, assimilation and integration, national identity
etc., which was worsened by the surge of refugees fleeing the civil war in some Muslim
countries, as well as ‗periodic‘ terrorist attacks hitting the continent. These ingredients has
been creating environment for right-wing parties and figures to prosper. Fanaticism has also
growing like mushrooms among their supporters.

Verbal and Physical Assault
Verbal assault means a threat (including written message) of an immediate harmful or
offensive touching, coupled with an apparent immediate ability to commit same, and which
puts a person in a reasonable apprehension of such touching; or, the use of offensive
language directed at a person, where such language is likely to provoke a reasonable person.
Verbal assault could be excessive taunting or teasing, bullying or other verbal harassment, a
bomb threat directed at a school building, other school property, or a school event. Physical
assault, meanwhile, means intentionally causing or attempting to cause physical harm to
another through force or violence. On the context of Islamophobia, the target of both types of
assault are Muslims on the ground of their faith or religion; or any objects associated with
Islam as religion.

Hate Speech and Online Hate
Hate speech is any form of expression through which speakers intend to vilify, humiliate, or
incite hatred against a group or a class of persons based on race, religion, skin color sexual
identity, gender identity, ethnicity, disability, or national origin. Therefore, online hate speech
is simply defined as a type of speech that takes place online or through social media with the
purpose of attacking a person or a group based on their race, religion, ethnic origin, sexual
orientation, disability, or gender. In the context of Islamophobia, the target of both types of
hate speech are Muslims or Islam as a religion.

Defamation of Veil, Hijab, and Burqa
Defamation means making false or unprivileged statements or representations about an
individual or identifiable group of individuals that harm the reputation of the person or the
identifiable group by demeaning them. Meanwhile, veil, hijab, and burqa are commonly used
to refer to a head dress, covering, or scarf that Muslim women use in such a way that no part
of their hair is visible in public, which is in keeping with the regulations and faith within the
Islamic teaching concerning modesty. Too often, those kind of Muslim women costumes are
not recognized as one of the dress codes, provoking criticism, negative sentiment and
intolerant attitudes against the use of such dresses by Muslim women in public space.

Hotspots of Islamophobia
Through Resolutions No. 34/47-POL on Combating Islamophobia and Eliminating Hatred
and Prejudice against Islam, the OIC Member States ―Requests the OIC Islamophobia
Observatory to prepare a list of ‗countries of concern‘ where Islamophobic policies and
actions are prevalent.‖ (OP-22) Accordingly, the Observatory has been working to identify
countries that shows the most concerning trend of Islamophobia during the period under
review, thereafter being referred as
‗hotspots‘.

The Observatory manages to secure 10 (ten) countries which require particular attention in
term of Islamophobia, namely: France, India, United Kingdom, United States, Canada,
Germany, the Occupied Palestinian Territory, Sri Lanka, New Zealand, and Australia. In this
report, the Observatory would pick some hotspots by showing how, more or less, the
Islamophobia had developed at top speed during the reviewed months.

India
The OIC has been alarmed by the trend of Islamophobia in India since the last three years,
which was becoming even worse during the past 12 months period, of which a report said
that the country had become a ―dangerous and violent space for Muslim minorities‖. There is
no secret that since 2019 the Government has been always in its drive towards Hindutva
which is an ultranationalist Hindu ideology. Following re-election of the Bharatiya Janata
Party (BJP) as ruling government, the party had been actively pursuing the agenda of its

parent body, Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS), the Hindu right wing organization. Their
leaders kept openly indicating negative signals on Muslims, including when they expressed
concern about ‗population explosion‘. BJP introduced the Population Regulation Bill targeted
a section of the Muslims for their supposedly high birth rates; which went to the extent of
claiming that ―one particular community was responsible for increasing the population of the
country and that was curbing the nation‘s development‖, called for ‗compulsory sterilization‘
of Muslims.

United Kingdom
Islamophobia in the United Kingdom has been in constant high since the past five years; and
the Observatory used to identify the major factor to such worrisome trend, which was the fast
growing far-right influence in the country soon after the bold inspiration brought by the
victory of far-rights in the United States at the end of 2016. There is no secret that far right
movement in the UK have been focusing mainly on opposing Islam, in addition to their long
struggle against British attachment to the European Union. Well then following a UK-wide
referendum on 23 June 2016, in which 51.89 per cent voted in favor of leaving the EU, the
extreme rights in UK would then have only ‗Islam‘ as their major enemy, until today. As the
result, Islamophobia in the UK keeps going high, manifested at all level, from government
offices, to parliament, and continued until frequent incident on streets. Muslims, especially
migrants and refugees were the easy targets.

United States
The US has been always at the top-List of Islamophobia hotspots; and such worrisome trend
seems not to stand in vacuum. Why? Based on the empirics gathered since the last few years,
the Observatory would straightforwardly say that the terrorist attacks on World Trade Center
in 2001 had somehow made many American sees Islam today as a serious threat to their
national security. The rise of ISIS phenomenon few years back made the situation even worse
as for many Americans (government, parliament, and ordinary people), Islam has then been
portrayed as a religion of intrinsic violence whose disciples had a tendency to spread harm to
the followers of other religions. In the US likewise in many other Western countries, Islam
has even been considered as an ‗alien‘ religion prone to bloodshed, a stigma that triggers
intolerant attitudes from the majority population. These negative stereotyping eventually
ended up into negative sentiments, dread or hatred of Islam that includes multi-form of
discrimination, manifested into the exclusion of Muslims from economic, social, and public
life. Together, all these things are the essential ingredients of Islamophobia in western
countries, including in the US, which unfortunately still continue until today.

France
Islamophobia in France developed ‗à toute vitesse‘ since last year. It started on 2 September
2020, when the French magazine Charlie Hebdo launched ‗another‘ reckless provocation by
re-publishing cartoons about the Prophet Muhammed (PBUH). The same cartoon had in the
past triggered condemnation, and eventual attack and killings in Paris in January 2015. The
re-publishing of the cartoon apparently coincides with the trial of persons accused as
accomplices in the 2015 attacks that killed 11 staff of the Magazine. The trial opened for
public on that day and proceedings continued till 10 November 2020. The re-publishing of
the offensive cartoons drew renewed condemnation in France and beyond. On the other hand,
there were other groups who support the re-publishing of the cartoons viewing these through
the classical lens of ―freedom of expression and freedom of press‖.

Conclusion and recommendations
Despite the rise registered in all forms of Islamophobia, as monitored by the observatory,
which was established by the OIC eight years ago, or through reports published by western
organizations, it is attracting increasing attention and awareness about its repercussions, and a
desire from Western governments to tackle it. Therefore, it is important to keep an eye on the
efforts currently made in western societies, by governments and civil society alike, and
capitalize on these efforts to reduce the scope of hatred and incitement against Islam and
Muslims. It is also worth mentioning that the majority of Western countries, which acceded
to the convention to combat all forms of racial discrimination, have since enacted national
laws against hate speech, which can be readily invoked to counter hate speech against
Muslims.
On the other hand, we note that efforts to mitigate the consequences of hatred directed
against Islam and Muslims run into difficulties because of the fear of terrorism, which in turn
generates more fear of Islam, thus making the situation more difficult for Muslims. As soon
as there is any improvement, the situation tends to worsen each time individual Muslims are
found to be involved in acts of terrorism. The rise of the terrorist organisation known as
Daesh, which commits shocking crimes and has the ability to recruit members of the Muslim
communities in the West, has increased fear and hatred of Islam and Muslims.
It is, therefore, important to define the desired objective of any move to counter Islamophobia
and select the right approach to achieve it. What are we seeking to achieve here exactly?
Is it to protect Islam against abuse and defamation, or to protect Muslim communities against
attacks and violations that prevent them from enjoying their rights? The right approach to
adopt must also be the subject of careful consideration.
Should we (1) continue to pursue international advocacy campaign within the United
Nations, calling for the full implementation of resolution 16/18, or
(2) to seek a new resolution on the matter, or would it be better
(3) to focus on national and regional level advocacy or pursue all three routes at the same
time?
The reality of the matter is that both the defamation of religions and discrimination against
Muslims are interlinked and cannot be dealt in isolation, hence the need to tackle both,
though with different strategies. Negative stereotyping and stigmatization of religions or
religious symbols have consequential impact on their followers as it directly impinges on
their right to freedom of religion as well as subjects them to negative stereotyping that leads
to various forms of discrimination and violence against them. A true understanding of the
nature of Islamophobia is also crucial to setting the priorities of an action plan. In fact, this
phenomenon attempts to distort the image of Islam and by extension abuse all Muslims
irrespective of their geographical location. Islamophobia is also in violation of many human
rights of Muslim individuals and communities of Muslims living in Western societies.

Agenda Item-2: The Council of Foreign Ministers: Addressing the
Threats to Economic, Political and Humanitarian stability in
Afghanistan.

Introduction to the Agenda
The situation in/of Afghanistan has been one that has been covered very widely over the
recent times throughout international media. Particularly after the withdrawal of US troops
from Afghanistan and the subsequent rise of a Taliban government in power in Afghanistan
has had many questions raised about the current and future prospects for Afghanistan.
Afghanistan is a founding member of OIC, and has been an integral part of the organisation.
Therefore, the sudden changes in the political landscape in and Afghanistan, and particularly
its effect on the humanitarian and economic standing of Afghanistan has been a point of
consideration in the OIC. Further, the status of the new regime of Afghanistan has also been
in the grey area, as the OIC hasn‘t yet recognised the Taliban government in Afghanistan,
though the proposal for the same has come up recently. Therefore, the aspects of economic,
humanitarian and even political, in relation to Afghanistan needs to be addressed.
In the current situation, as we are aware that subsequent to the US‘s complete troop
withdrawal, the Taliban effectively took control of entire Afghanistan, and have since formed
a de-facto government. There have proclaimed the establishment of the Islamic Emirates of
Afghanistan (contrary to the previous Islamic Republic of Afghanistan). The international
recognition of the new regime in Afghanistan has been limited, controversial and ambiguous,
with the credentials of the Taliban representatives as representing Afghanistan being a point
of debate in respective nations. Though no nation has yet gone with a complete recognition of
the new government. Furthermore, the deteriorating situation under the new governance of
Taliban has drawn the attention of international community, particularly with regards to
humanitarian assistance and the prevalence of human rights in Afghanistan. For such, OIC
had an emergency session of the Council of Foreign Ministers in December 2021, to discuss
the situation of Afghanistan, and even passed a resolution to address the humanitarian
situation in Afghanistan, having established a Humanitarian Trust Fund for the same.
These aspects of the situation of Afghanistan would be addressed in this simulation of OIC,
through a Council of Foreign of Ministers format, as it would require more of a policyoriented deliberation. Therefore, for the discussion under this agenda item, members
would be regarded as foreign ministers from their respective states, attending the
meeting of Council of Foreign Ministers of the OIC.
Brief History
Afghanistan has had deep cultural and historical roots throughout several civilisations.
Broadly in the discourse on Afghanistan, it is widely believed that the problems in the
Afghanistan as a state can be drawn from the times of Cold War, particularly the Soviet
intervention in Afghanistan (then a friendly communist state to USSR), and the subsequent
US covert operations in Afghanistan to counter the Soviet influence. The Soviet
invasion/intervention in Afghanistan is also further said to have been one of the major
reasons of drawing out significant Soviet resources, which played a role in the final
dissolution of Soviet Union. The US involvement mainly comprised of financial and military
support of local groups (mujahadeen) against the then Afghan state (and Soviet Union).
Though following the Geneva Accords, which dictated the terms of withdrawal of the Soviet

troops from Afghanistan, the situation remained in favour of the Afghan government until the
fall of Soviet Union in 1991.
Following the dissolution of the Soviet Union, most of the aid (financial and military) to the
Afghan government was gone, and the mujahedeen started gaining traction of the population
as well as territory. In this period, there was a high degree of uncertainty and instability in the
general scenario of Afghanistan as well as inside the then government. Taking the advantage
of this chaos, the mujahedeen managed to storm Kabul, and Afghanistan falls into civil war,
subsequently leading to the rise of the Taliban, and the rise of the first Islamic Emirate of
Afghanistan, which had control over most territories in Afghanistan. This government also
had very limited recognition from the international community, namely Pakistan, Saudi
Arabia and UAE were the only three nations to have formally recognised the then Taliban
government in Afghanistan.
The situation next changed subsequent to the 9/11 attacks in United States, where it was
established that the head behind the attack (that is Osama bin Laden) was stationed and based
in Afghanistan (along with many individuals of interest of Al-Qaeda). US then demanded
that Taliban extradite Osama bin Laden to US for the 9/11 attacks, which was declined by the
Taliban, following which the United States invaded Afghanistan, with international backing
from UK and NATO at large, which also marked the first-time use of Article 5 of North
Atlantic Treaty. The US operations (Operation Enduring Freedom) against Taliban were
conducted swiftly and were initially a major success. Following which in December 2001,
UNSC authorised the formation of International Security Assistance Force, to help and offer
training to the new Afghan National Security Forces.
The Taliban forces though continued their resistance against the new Islamic Republic of
Afghanistan and the international forces. The presence of international troops in Afghanistan
has been debated in respective nations, with regards to their troop contributions for the
mission. The withdrawal of troops from Afghanistan had been a point of debate and
discussion for as back as the first term of Obama administration, but was finalised only
during the end of the Trump Administration. The final and complete troop withdrawal from
Afghanistan by US was declared to have been completed on 30 August 2021. Subsequent to
the withdrawal, and the prelude to the actual withdrawal, the Taliban foothold on territories
had been rising. On 7 September 2021, the Taliban announced a caretaker government
constituting of key Taliban figures in government positions.
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The Taliban Rule
There has been a significant shift in internal policy of Afghanistan subsequent to the rise of
the Taliban government, particularly with its attempt to strictly enforce its interpretations of
the Sharia law in Afghanistan. Many of the changes, are seen as a violation of human rights,
particularly with regards to gender based discriminatory policies. Further, a report from
UNAMA confirm the erosion of several human rights from Afghanistan, including that of
cracking down on protestors and media, restriction of access of girls and women to education
and workplaces and the occurrence of several extrajudicial killings, arrests and torture.

It is also further regarded as how Taliban has also failed to stabilise the economy of
Afghanistan, which even before had fragile infrastructure and growth in development, but
now with the rise of Taliban, a lot of previous international aid and investments have also
disappeared. The Chinese had been worried about the growing instability in Afghanistan due
to their investments in Afghanistan as a part of their Belt and Road Initiative. According to
the World Bank, the Afghan economy has lost 15 years of economic growth in the 10 months
since the Taliban took power. The repost of the UN Secretary General on Afghanistan,
marked that ―With reduced volumes of international aid, sanctions and restricted access to
international payment systems, there are few drivers for a sustained economic recovery‖. The
economic interests of Afghanistan as vital in the longer run to address the worsened
humanitarian situation, where thousands have been displaced and are left without livelihood.
Various international efforts for humanitarian and financial assistance have been formed to
provide support to the people of Afghanistan. Though commitment of more humanitarian
assistance, and a better plan of action for the revamping of the Afghan economy is required at
the earliest.
On the political side of it, the Taliban government still remains unrecognised internationally.
Though there has been a degree of support to the recognition of the same from some nations.
In 2021, the UN Credentials committee decided to defer the request of Taliban to represent
Afghanistan in the UNGA. Though in terms of state-to-state relations, Russia in April, 2022
became the first country to accredit the Afghanistan Embassy in Moscow to diplomats
appointed by the Taliban government, though that still doesn‘t mount to official recognition
of the government.
OIC and Afghanistan

Afghanistan has been a founding member of the organisation, and has been an active member
as a part of the same. Though currently, the conundrum like that of many international
organisations Afghanistan is a part of remains as the seat still is officially held by the Islamic
Republic of Afghanistan, instead of the Taliban led Islamic Emirates of Afghanistan (the de
facto government). Nonetheless, the situation in Afghanistan has been closely monitored by
OIC, and following the takeover by Taliban, a special emergency session of the Council of
Foreign Ministers was convened in Pakistan in December 2021. It was also attended by the
Taliban ministry official, who sought to represent Afghanistan in the meeting, though he was
not included in the official picture of the conference. The President of the Islamic
Development Bank also addressed the meeting, giving possible ways to revive the collapsed
Afghan economy.
Furthermore, in the meeting a resolution to address the humanitarian situation of Afghanistan
was passed, creating the Humanitarian Trust Fund for a better channelling of the
humanitarian assistance into Afghanistan, in conjunction with other international partners.
The resolution further also requested assistance from the Islamic Development Bank in the
management of the trust fund, and even commended the neighbours of Afghanistan,
particularly Iran and Pakistan due to their efforts in management of the refugees arising from
the turmoil. Furthermore, OIC also requested the OIC Secretary General to make
arrangements of prominent religious scholars to engage with Afghanistan on issues including
that of ―tolerance and moderation in Islam, equal access to education and women‘s rights in
Islam‖.
Some Relevant Aspects of the Agenda Item





Humanitarian situation in Afghanistan
Revitalising the Afghan Economy
The status of Taliban Government as representatives of Afghanistan in OIC
Human Rights concerns and good-governance methods

More:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1_xa9iHCt7bqicjwV-6YbU86otiEvqY3H?usp=sharing

